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Statement by the United Kingdom 

The UK supports adoption of the European framework for simple, transparent and standardised 

securitisation. The United Kingdom considers that the Securitisation Regulation contains 

obligations within Article 34(2) relating to cooperation and data sharing between law enforcement 

agencies, which fall within the scope of Title V of Part III of the Treaty on the Functioning of the 

European Union. Therefore, in relation to these provisions, the United Kingdom considers that 

Protocol (No. 21) to the Treaties applies. 
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Statement by Latvia 

Latvian language version of the Regulation describing the place of establishment of entities that 

 

Consequently, such a translation of the term is substantially different from the legal meaning of the 

d other language versions of the Regulation, and it is 

inaccurate for place where registration of the entities has been done  to whom these legislative acts 

are addressed. 

The Republic of Latvia notes that inconsistent or incorrect usage of the legal term of such 

substantive importance leads to legal ambiguity and therefore creates the risk of disrupting legal 

parallelism amongst the language versions of the Regulation and the Directive. The term ‘to be 

9 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the 

the European Commi  

The Republic of Latvia intends to initiate the corrigendum procedure regarding the Regulation and 

the Directive in order to ensure consistent and correct use of terminology. 
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